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About This Game

Have you ever seen a giant rabbit shoot lasers from its eyes or a 1-eyed lumberjack tossing "Bite Bears" from his bookbag?
That's just a small taste of the odd and unusual sights you'll see in FrightShow Fighter.

This is a fighting game like no other. There are 10 characters to choose from. Each has their own unique abilities, theme music,
and bizarre levels!

At its heart, Frightshow Fighter has the feel of the fighting game classics, but with a fever dream twist that leaves you excited
for more!
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FEATURES

Special PowerUps! Unlock PowerUps that can be used during battle for a temporary boost; like fireballs, poison flasks,
slippery oil, or a giant rocket. You can only bring three into each battle, so choose wisely!

Story Mode will include multiple Maps to choose from, with each one offering a variety of different paths for tons of
replayability. Each character has their own road to victory, with unique character endings.
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More control! We've created a unique Pose System that allows your fighters to hold positions to enable more controlled
moves when needed.

FUTURE UPDATE: Global Ranking! Play against others in online multiplayer and see your ranking go up or down
with every battle.

STORY

The FrightShow was never meant to be anything but entertaining. Every Thursday night at an old local theater you could come
see the wonderful and amazing; the bizarre and obscure. However, this all went awry one night when a cloaked warlock came to
see the show. During the final act, the warlock, known as Xonolox, performed an evil spell that was meant to steal the eyes of

the entire audience. But the spell was too powerful, he couldn't control it! It backfired, ripped through space and time, and
created a multi-layered universe that left the performers of the FrightShow taking the side of good or evil.

Now trapped in the FrightVerse, where anything is possible, these FrightShow Fighters must do battle in hopes of finding a way
out, and back to the normalcy they once knew. The fighters must do all they can to defeat whomever chooses to go into battle

against them. Now YOU must prepare for FrightShow Fighter!
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Title: FrightShow Fighter
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
3 Fright
Publisher:
3 Fright
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Fun game, very entertaining. The puzzles are good, and some of them are quite difficult. The storyline isn't surprising, but a lot
of the dialogue is very funny. A nicely executed JRPG, all in all, well worth the price, since it gives you over 10 hours of
gametime, even if you rush through and only play once.. For a short playthrough, it was incredibly interesting. I failed to
successfully complete a revolution the first time through, but I was rich, so it was fun. But even the management style had a
story line which was a little bizarre. I thought the management would be less story oriented then the story mode, but apparently
it was just easier. Going to try again, just to see if I can beat it.

It'd be great if there were different storylines, of different lengths. Ones that maybe weren't so straightforward or had multiple
endings instead of failing or suceeding in a revolution.

Overall, my half an hour of gameplay didn't feel like half an hour. I was seriously considering how different things would effect
my costumers, but in a stress free way. The only issue is, once you solve the game once- you can't solve it again. Things don't
change, the 'random' events are really random, but this is a relatively new game, that could change.. An interesting little puzzler
that reminds me of Hook a little bit. You have… hooks (sort of) that you pull to put balls into holes. The concept isn’t
revolutionary but the puzzle mechanics are pretty fun as eventually the game throws switches, portals, and arrow pads you. They
combine to basically form a machine that you have to solve backwards by figuring out what goes where. It’s short but it does use
all of the elements well without getting into insanity levels of difficulty. It’s cheap so if you like puzzle games, check it out..
This♥♥♥♥♥♥is dope. Why haven't you bought this game already?. evil tag is better than this. I liked the bugs.. Buys Game*
*Starts Game, and finishes screaming at all of the graphics*
*Tries To talk to somepony*
*They get mad at a compliment and reacts to nothing else*
*Tries To get a job*
*Cant work because they are HUNGRY*
*CANT BUY FOOD WITHOUT MONEY*
*CANT GET MONEY WITHOUT WOOORRRKK*
*Pony starves and basically dies*
*RAge Quits*
*Deletes whatever this crap is that you call a game*
10/10
would never buy this again....FOR ANYONE. My video review for "Half Dead 2" (Early Access)

https://youtu.be/qtfXP7LGWn4
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Hey, it's like *PUT ANY GENERIC FPS TITLE HERE*, With a little bit of *PUT ANY BATTLEFIELD TITLE HERE*.
Nice!. 2$ for nothing more than cosmetic animal ears?. Entertaining, hard and addictive.

You can easily pass hours trying to get a better score in the different levels available.. Is Forgotten Ball worth the money? Yes! I
reviewed it in more detail in my video - https:\/\/youtu.be\/E-DQY_3mzNg. It's only short but it gives a bit of gameplay, as well
as the pros and cons of the game :). good game decent classic, not like most nasty post-modern stuff these days. cute as heck
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